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One More
"Eternal
Triangle"
"Monna Vanna" Has
Shaw and Holden
in Leading Roles

^0 weeks ago, just before the
^htful onslaught of Turkey va,,
• c;
the Student Christian
'ation,
As»>y ;*<!
Dig rally to stir
sociati'on held a big
- u>
local interest in the annual
h*b t)
Uf I
up
"Monni Vanna,opened last night
yllomar Conference, to be held
' js year, as always, in the Christ- to mark the second show in the
"Nine Plays from Nine Nations"
thp * °!» inaS-New Year's interim.
series.
It was our misfortune to miss
Although Maeterlinck was a Bel
this rally, but from all reports it gian by birth, the play takes place
vas wel1 attended and caused con just outside Florence, Italy. "Mon
lo»t
br«u
siderable comment along C.O.P. na Vanna" represents the eternal
g0W, People who never before triangle type of play. "Vanna" is
ba'i
interest in married to Guldo, general of the
cvinced the slightest
U
'•
tlie S.C.A. began to ask the wheres
army of Pisa and is in love with
„nd whyfores of Asilomar.
Prinzivalle, general of the Floren
By now, we hope that most of tine army.
kl,
'rorn tK ^ them have been "wised up," be
PLAYERS
r- *ru, >1,
cause space does not permit a full
Dixie Lee Shaw as Vanna and
•p will c fi«k description of Asilomar. It would
James Holden as Guido share the
OhiCo «<*
take much more than a column to leading roles. They are supported
f'h1^
D
f0P S do justice to It.
by Max Gobel, Richard Briggs, Ray
1 mWaie >1
Suffice it to say that Asilomar mond Ray, Jack Holmes , Bruce
Morehead, and Joe Tor.
>wn
*11! „ ]iaa something to offer to every
Costumes are from the fifteenth
collegia", no matter what class
Italian period, adding
oC creed. A week of constructive century
V.J
much color to the production. The
! lh* oheif J1' thinking among natural surround
11°h hp i *"»! ing perfectly conducive to such show continues tonight and Satur
thought—under the guidance of day night, with A1 Miller directing.
HANSEL AND GRETEL
°'n* Woe ^ trained specialists in every broad
at the
With opening night a week away
*°'l field of human endeavor. And In
t)].
1 eeping with the season, the em "Hansel and Gretel" swings into
r% "otlcaabj15
The finishing
phasis is on the Christian way of final rehearsals.
n.
touches are to be added, rough
doing things.
H4IES?
spots smoothed out, and the final
Nor is it all academic. Ample
polishing for the opening night are
quantities
of
relaxation
via
music,
• Chlco -choo,
linn....
. ^ sports and dancing are afforded, to be worked over this week.
n
[* °n-«corln,
Germany adds a touch of fan
'«•«* .on,,' further incentive for going to tasy to the "Nine Nations" series.
10 Mm,
this
lovely
spot
on
Monterey
Bay
wlth
Miss Badger has chosen this play,
is the cost which this year
to be presented December 7, as the
"c
. *'• A 8glej » (through the adoption of coopera Christmas play. It is the loveable
tive
methods)
has
been
shaved
fh «8ht last t
old fairy tale that has been told
from $20 to $15. At that figure, through the ages.
pacific's enrollment should jump
Robert Ford and Doris Clifford
n ot th.
on,
from the customary 25 or SO to the play "Hansel and Gretel." The
» Dorm wa, lbl
neighborhood of 50.
supporting cast includes Elizabeth
Place. RhilI
Why all this fuss? Well, you Hawkes, Paul Leonard, Harriet
• place.
,ee, your scribbler went to Asi Budln, Bonnie Hubbard, and Gail
r CLOSE
lomar once when a sophomore and Scheere.
are the three
never quite got over it. We feel
r played thle
that Asilomar is an experience
•mplete .scores A that no collegian—male or female II
0, Town leadi -ihould miss. In fact, if we can
rm follow* wlft dig up the fifteen bucks we're
la la third witi going again.
In fourth placei
nd
Hhlzomta
fifth and sixth i (Which may be answered before
this goes to press). How long is
a respectively,
Before a well-filled chapel audi
Russia going to keep stallin' on
ence last Tuesday a new note was
the Finnish border, or better, how
struck in religious education with
long is Stalin going to keep Russia
the appearance of Mr. Harold A.
on the F. b.? If you can guess
Ehrensperger, recognized authority
the answer to that one, you'll soon
on drama as it is related to re
have the key to what part the
ligion and the church.
U. 8. S. R. is going to play in
Mr. Ehrensperger prefaced his
the European trouble pot.
remarks with examples of beauty
Personally, we feel that It Stalin found in. nature and the writings
ever sees Greta Garbo in "Ninot- of poets who have found in nature
chka," Finland will be absolutely a thing of beauty. He then cau
out of luck. The Russian Bear tioned the audience against being
will walk all over the Finns to deceived by external beauty, for in
get at Sweden which was for ner loveliness may be as fine.
tunate, or unfortunate enough
In the quest for beauty as It is
(your choice), to spawn the "Ay found in religious drama Mr. Eh
vant to be alone" gal.
rensperger traveled to Oberammergau, mecca of religious plays
and scene of the Passion Play.
A few weeks back this column
Participants in the Passion Play
addressed a letter to Nick Bron- try to live their parts in real life
xan, Fresno State footballer, re as they are portrayed in the drama
garding the injury to Pacific's itself. He related the experience
"Jo-Babe"
McWilliams.
Shortly he had wih a young man who as
thereafter, Bronzan sent a letter pired to be a lesser character in
to the Stockton Record explaining the play; however, before the elec
his Bide of the story, which no tion the man turned to the Nazi
youth organizations.
Here, re
doubt many of you read.
During vacation we received a marked Mr. Ehrensperger, was a
letter from Bronzan which practic man who had sacrificed the beauty
ally duplicated his other message, found in the life of his chosen char
acter to take on the hate and greed
lu part, he replied:
"As I stated before, I did not of a lesser god.
Selected readings were given by
block McWilliams on the play In
which he was hurt. After making Jean Follette and Art Farey, and
a very poor block on the man as the A Cappella choir contributed
signed to me, I fell on the ground. "Reflection," by Lawrence. Annely
When I had picked myself up Uchida and Dorothy Kolln gave
and started to return to our hud an aesthetic interpretation of the
dle, I saw McWilliams on the theme. "The Quest for Beauty."
-o
ground — at least twenty yards
Way. i immediately went over
to express my sympathy and, at
'be time, he did not complain of
'°ul tactics.
"Now to defend the man that
A new electric scoreboard, com
•"d block McWilliams. On our re'krn 0f a punt we expect to parable in size and up-to-dateness
knock down everyone in our way. to that in any other football sta
McWilliams must have been fix our dium on the Pacific coast, will
wsy or he would not have been grace Baxter Stadium, according
blocked. We continue blocking un to word from the promotion depart
jns
til the whistle blows, but never ment of the Pacific athletic associa
w'tb foul tactics. We dislike foul tion this week. The one now in use
tactics and their users every bit has long been considered Inade
a' much as you do.
quate and inaccurate.
The Associated Oil Company,
'% too, respect your captain and
Ms clean hard play. I'm very through Its Fresno district office,
8°rry that he had to be hurt and has given the Stockton office the
"go ahead signal" on the construc
that as
a result of his injury he
*"1 not be able to make the Arl- tion of a new electric scoreboard
*°na trip. My best wishes for a here. It will be ready for use next
season.
'Peedy recovery to Hugh.
rt
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Question of the Week:

Beauty Can
Be Yours"—
Ehrensperger

Bronzan Replies

m

Pacific Given
Scoreboard
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Well, (regardless of who blocked
McWilliams, we're willing to call
" »• closed book. 'The Babe" is
Mttiost okay again and will be
ready for the Marines and Hawaii
''"banks for the letter, Nick, and
°Ur condolences on the San Jose
Incident.

Round About Campus
C.O.P. finally "made" Life! Not
Slgantic spread to be sure, but
a fitting (if somewhat terse) trlto Amos Alonzo Stagg- Those
Pictures of Bentley weren't bad
dther.
a

0

•

•

•

kast home appearance of the
Golden Boys comes tomorrow
tgalnat Nevada. It should he a
Continued on Page 2

WANTED!
A GONG
Rumor has it that petitions
are now being circulated on
the Pacific campus asking
that a new "Major Bowes" be
appointed for Pacific.
This Individual, the petitions
request, must have full pow
ers to ring his gong loudly and
at great .length in order to
stop long-winded assembly
speakers. Success of the new
move is questionable as yet.
Herm Saplro, chairman of the
Rally Committee, could not be
reached for a statement.

Beethoven's
"Eroica"
Tops List

SYMPHONY SOLOIST

Varied Program Awaits
Patrons of Symphony
Next Monday
By

"COLORFUL
CARAVAN"CRITIC
Novelty Featured by
Ballet Caravan In
First Appearance

CLAYTON LONG

By ELOISE LAMBERT

Music Critic

The

Conductor Manlio Silva of the
Stockton
Symphony
Orchestra,

American

Ballet

Caravan

launched its first appearance here
in Stockton at the Pacific Con
servatory last Tuesday night. The
ballet as a whole won acclaim from

which performs for the second
time in this, its twelfth season, next
Monday night at the local high

the near-capacity audience which

school auditorium, has chosen a
program of ambitious compass and
somewhat original vein, ranging
from what many music authorities
rank as first in greatness of the
nine Beethoven symphonies to one
of the some 500 pieces of dance
music written by Johann Strauss.
TALENTED SOLOIST

shows that Stockton people, after
all, do appreciate good talent.

PSA Near Peak;
Fail to Cop Cup
Words Slung by Millions in Big
Western Debate Tournament
The one-hundred faculty members and the fifteenhundred students on the Pacific campus normally give
birth to seven million, five-hundred and sixty thousand
words in a five day week. The National Wage-Hour Ad
ministrator would have been maroon with apoplexy had

Ever Heard of
a "Britches
Bible"?

he been around last week. A mere
handful of students (two-hundred
and fifty) uttered, in half a school
week, five million, eight-hundred
and eighty thousand words.

41 SCHOOLS, 8 STATES
That's right, Marmaduke, It was
a speech tournament. To be more
grandiose, the annual Thanks
giving
Intercollegiate S p e e c h
Tournament of the Western As
sociation of Teachers of Speech.
Sharing the footlights with the
Western means more than the
orchestra on that same evening will
State of California, too. Forty-one
"The Story of the English Bible"
be a highly-touted piano soloist
schools from eight states poured
was Dr. Edgar J. Goodspeed's
from Santa Rosa, Miss Ruth Finley,
student speakers Into bulging An
subject at the second of the
who has appeared in concerts
derson Hall, the whirlwind center
Pacific Lecture Series last Mon
throughout this sector of California
day evening. To a large and at of the activities, presided over by
and the Bay area. Her offering of
tentive audience Dr. Goodspeed Professors R. D. Clark (tourna
the evening will be the "Piano Con
outlined the translations of the ment director), E. S. Betz, Dr.
certo in E. Major," by Chopin.
1
Bible, displaying several Bibles MeCall, and E. R. Nichols.
From the standpoint of program
The
PSA
brought
home
no
ad
published
between
1535
and
1611.
content the Beethoven "Eroica (E
Nineteen thirty-nine marks the ditional cups to fill Doris Han
flat) Symphony" is without ques
four-hundreth anniversary of the cock's trophy case in the speech
tion THE great work of those list
RUTH FINJJEY, highly-touted piano soloist from
first
authorized English Bible, office. However, both C.O.P. and
ed. According to the poet Kuffner, Santa Rosa, appears with the Stockton Symphony Or
produced in 1539 by Miles Cover- the J.C. were well represented in
Beethoven preferred the "Eroica" chestra in its second concert of the year Monday night.
dale. This "Great Bible" was re men's debate. Martin Pulich and
to any of the fore-runners of the
Her
offering
will
be
the
Piano
Concerto
in
E
Major,
by
vised from John Rogers' Bible Bill Blddick were tied for second
Ninth. Oftimes it has been desig
written
two
years
previously, in upper division competition, win
nated as one of the "unapproach Chopin.
which In turn was revised from ning eight of nine debates. The
able trio of music's supreme la
earlier Bibles produced by Cover- pair dropped a close debate to
ments," the other two being the
the Redland teams, tournament
dale and William Tindle.
"Crusifixus" from Bach's "B Minor
winners in the last round. Among
Mass" and Wagner's "Funeral
PILGRIM'S BIBLE
the eight scalps collected were the
Hymn" for Siegfried.
In 1560 the Geneva Bible was varsity noggins of U.S.C. and
PRIMARY INTENT
printed. This is the Bible which U.C.L.A., and Arizona U.
As of all great works, many in
was used by the Pilgrim Fathers J.C. DUO EXCELS
terpretations of Beethoven's "pri
and also by Shakespeare. It Is
Allen Breed and Claude Hogan
mary intent" have been suggested
often called the "Britches Bible" won eight out of ten in lower
for the "Eroica." Its objective es
because In Genesis It says that division debate. The sophomore
sence in brief lies in the heroio
Adam and Eve sewed fig leaves pair continuing their excellent
struggle of the first movement,
together
to
make
themselves record of last year were tied for
which in sequence brands the mood
second place. They, too, dropped
britches.
of the work; the second, a Funeral
close debate In the last round,
Pacific Little Theatre will offer
Visitor on the Pacific campus
PRESENT
BIBLE
March; the unusual in Beethoven's
to
U.S.C., winner of the junior
last
Monday
wag
Mr.
Richard
the
recent Broadway success,
In 1604 John Reynolds proposed cup. Forty teams were represented
placing a Scherzo after its mourn
Mills, field secretary for the stu
"Family
Portrait,"
as
its
third
pro
new revision of the Bible to in each of these divisions.
ful predecessor ("merry-making"
dent Y. M. C. A. for the southwest
King James. In 1611 the revision
after the dead have been carried duction of the current season, it region.
In upper division debate, Gregg
was completed and called the King Phifer and Orville Fletcher pro
away) to form the third movement; was announced this week. Written
The main purpose of Mr. Mills'
James
Version.
It
was
the
third
and a Finale in the form of a series by Lenore Coffee and William
ceeded beyond the "prelims" by
trip was to acquaint himself with
authorized English Bible and is winning four of their first six.
of variations.
the
College
of
the
Pacific
Student
Joyce Cowen, "Family Portrait"
still being used today.
Three other pieces provide the
John Fannuccl and Carl Fuller
Christian Association, this being
Dr. Goodspeed believes that the batted three for six. The frosh
rest of the program: Overture to tells the effect of Jesus' life and
Jhjg first,, visit here since his ap
teaching
on
his
family.
Bible Should be kept before the team of
the little-known opera "Horatil et
Joe Kegler, George
The cast of over twenty players pointment to the field secretary
world in a common, modern lan Kapel, and Duane Everett won
Curlattii," by Domenioo Cimarosa,
ship
a
month
ago.
guage. He made a translation of four out of six to survive the
Italian dramatic composer of the is headed by Claribel Coffman as
A buffet supper was held Monday
Mary, mother of Jesus. Jesus'
the New Testament which was initial slashings In the J.C. divi
latter half of the 18th century;
night in honor of the visitor. The
published in 1923, and is now sion. This was the first Inter
music selected from Respighi's "La brothers, Joseph, Judah, Simon,
S.
C.
A.
Advisory
Board
and
cabi
serving on a committee that has collegiate tournament in which
Boutique Fantasques" ("The Fan and James, will be played by A!
Miller, Jack Holmes, Les Knoles, net members attended. Mr. Mills
been working for several years the boys had been entered either
tastic Shop"), a ballet with music
was speaker for the Advisory
on a new revision of the New as individuals or as a team. The
adapted from Rossini; and "King of and Max Gobel, respectively. Ruth
Board afterwards.
Testament.
the Great Waltz dynasty," Strauss' Coward is cast as Reba, Joseph's
other J.C. teams of Ross Bewley
Mr.
Mills
was
interested
in
our
wife; Lois Wheeler as Naomi, Si
"My Treasure."
o
and Johh Sayers, and Don Mcmon's wife; and Lillian Kahn as Student Christian Association, and
o
Adams and Tomotsu Shibutani,
Mary Cleophas, Mary's sister-in- stated that the regional officers
did
not continue beyond the six
were
always
ready
to
help
the
local
law. It is around this group that
rounds.
the action of the play is centered, organizations whenever possible.
In senior men's oratory John
the action being determined, how However, he stressed the point with
Fannucci was fourth in cumula
ever, by the adventures of Jesus, leaders in the Association that the
tive standings, although ranking
activity program should primarily
who never appears on the stage.
second in his divisional grouping.
The remainder of the cast in come from the needs felt by the
Martin Pulich also took fourth
cludes such veterans as Glenn Tan students themselves, instead of be
in senior Impromptu. Not desiring
ner, Elton Martin, Carl Gastman, ing organized too much by regional
"As the prestige of the College to break the tradition, Elolse
Richard Briggs, Bud Meyers, and officers.
of the Pacific Increases so does Smith placed fourth In J.C. wom
Robert Burns, College of the Bob Lanning.
the prestige of your degree and en's oratory.
Pacific
registrar, and
Charles
The University of Wisconsin is
"Family Portrait" will open on
attendance. Thus it is to your SEMI-FINALISTS
Warmer, director of the Alumni January 11 for the usual three- the
largest
service
enterprise
advantage to do everything with
Others who preceeded beyond the
Living Endowment, will represent night run.
operated by the Badger state.
in your power to help build this Initial rounds were Gregg Phifer
the college at a meeting of the
college into increased greatness." and Bill Blddick, semi-finalists in
American Alumni Council to be
In these challenging words Dr, senior extempore, and Claude
held at Mills College on December
Tully C. Knoles addressed the Par Hogan, semi-finalist in junior ex
15 and 16.
cific alumni in the latest folder tempore.
Invited to the gathering are fif
put out by the Alumni Living
The only PSA women's team,
teen college presidents of Cali
Endowment.
Eloise Smith and Lois Archibald,
fornia who will meet with the
be reckless of himself," Stagg
Consisting chiefly of pictures, did not proceed beyond the pre
group for the purpose of outlining
added thoughtfully, "and on pro the folder shows the new equip liminary rounds. Other PSA en
things which may be done by
fessional teams the boys cannot ment purchased for the college trants were Carl Fuller in senior
alumni groups for the betterment
afford to expose themselves to by the Living Endowment. "As the oratory and impromptu, Elton
of the colleges.
By BONNIE SMITH
b
injury, as their livelihood depends pictures indicate," Charles Warmer, Martin in Progression, Geroge
The first of the meetings will
upon their health and good con Alumni Living Endowment direc Kapel, Lois Archibald, and Leslie
Feature Editor
be in the form of a dinner in
tor points out, "some of the de Lois Knoles In junior extempore,
honor of the twenty-fifth anni
"Baseball?" echoed Amos Alonzo Stagg. "Yes, I was dition."
partments of our Alma Mater and Paul Leonard In junior im
versary of the University of Cali one of the most enthusiastic baseball players when I 1894 AND MARRIAGE
September 10, , 1894, marked a have been aided already. Sixteen promptu.
fornia's alumni magazine. The was young; In fact I never gave football a thought until
great day for "Double A," per other departments have pressing
o
•
value of alumni magazines will be
I entered my freshman year at college. I used to be a haps one of the most memorable needs." To meet these needs the
discussed.
Representatives from colleges member of the Green Leaf team," proudly added the and cherished days in his history. Living Endowment is asking for
It is the date of his marriage to an average alumni income of one
all over -the West will attend the famous coach, who went on to ex-^
meeting which follows one held plain the activities of the neigh the comparatively young sport of Mrs. Stella Stagg, a marriage hundred dollars a week—a total of
that has lasted through forty- five thousand dollars for the 1939
in Salt Lake City two years ago. borhood youngsters and the or football.
five
unforgettable years. Mrs. Alumni Living Endowment. The
WHAT! NO OOACH
ganization of their first baseball
Stagg, a junior at the University 1939 drive ends on December 31.
The All-College Honor Society
Canvas suits and trousers were
of Chicago at the time of her
teams.
will Introduce Its ten new candi
provided for the new boys, and
wedding, finished her studies and
dates In next week's general as
KITES EARN BASEBALLS
information was handed out by
graduated with the first four-year
sembly. Mr. Betz will be the
Tough cord wrapped about balls veteran members of the team as
class to attend tKe new college.
speaker.
there were no coaches in those
of
yarn
and
rubber
bands
con
A group of five students, ac
As finances were low, the young
Walter Mails, traveling secretary
days. Stagg donned his suit and
companied by Dr. Glenn R. Pease, stituted the first baseballs to be
wife aided her husband by doing
for the San Francisco Seals, was
entered
his
career
as
a
football
spent two days during Thanks used by the youthful players.
his clerical work and keeping his
speaker in yesterday's assembly.
giving vacation hammering and Young Stagg and his colleagues player.
records. She soon learned to chart
Endeavoring to promote Interest
" A f t e r receiving the first
sawing.
football games, and when her
in baseball at Pacific, he offered
spent a great part of their time straight arm to my chin," laughed
The occasion was work on the
diagrams appeared in the Chicago
Miss Margaret Campbell, secre his assistance In organizing a
Stagg,
"I
learned
to
duck
and
S.C.A. cabin, which is nearing com constructing kites which sold for
Tribune she had the honor of tary of the Pacific S. C. A., is tak team for next year. An auto
take care of myself during prac
pletion at Hogan Dam, forty miles one cent apiece. Each cent was
being the first woman to have ing registrations this week for stu graphed photograph of Coach
tice."
from Stockton.
charts published.
carefully treasured until the great
dents who wish to attend the Amos Alonzo Stagg was presented
During
the
spring
seasons,
Stagg
Those young men who contri
Asilomar Co-operative YW-YWCA to him.
day would arrive when a real turned to his favorite sport, base PROUD OF HER
buted their services are .Doug
"Today," proudly grinned Coach Conference at Pacific Grove, De
A rally was held, also, for the
baseball
could
be
purchased.
After
ball,
and
pitched
on
the
Yale
Powell, Claude Hogan, Tom Fer
Stagg, "she is an invaluable aid cember 26 to January 2nd.
Nevada-Pacific game to be played
nine
for
five
consecutive
cham
rari, Jack Hanner, and Carroll long and anxious months, the
to me both in chart making and
Larry Collins of the University Saturday, December 2.
hoard was counted and
the pionship seasons.
in scouting."
Clark,
of California Y. M. C. A. will be
PREFERS
COLLEGE
BALL
youngsters treated themselves to
o
Mrs. Stagg, until her recent con the manager of the Asilomar Co
one of the first manufactured
Although young Amos Alonzo finement, attended the majority of operative this year. Grant Colliver
baseballs, then known as "Red Stagg received at least six offers the Pacific football games, chart is Pacific's Asilomar chairman this
Deads."
from professional baseball clubs, ing the course of the Bengal year.
Dr. Paul Arthur Schilpp,
Stagg early concentrated upon he refused to consider them since Tigers. Recovering from her ill
The dally program at the confer
formerly a professor of philos
becoming an ace pitcher. "When acceptance would cost him his ness, she attended the Chico- ence includes roundtables, discus
ophy at the College of Pacific,
Pacific game held on Thanks sion groups, quiet hours, chapel
Daily copies of the French news I entered Yale as a freshman," collegiate standing.
has two books off the press
"Professional football has its giving Day, outlining on her charts services, recreational periods, songpaper, "Courrier Paciflque." will confided Stagg, "I had no know
this year.
be placed on file in the Pacific ledge whatsoever of the two major place," stated the Grand Old Man, a description of the tilt for her fests, and lectures. The lectures
are given in a large hall overlook
"The Philosophy of John
Library through the courtesy of fall sports at the time, football "but in professional ball, one never famous husband.
Dewey" is the latest book to
Mrs. Stagg has set a high ex ing the ocean front, adjacent to
Mr. Frlcot of Angels Camp in the and rowing, hut I wanted to par finds the loyalty, the desperatehis credit, where he takes the
near future. Mr. Fricot, who is ticipate in something, so I chose ness, the morale, and the color and ample for the young college wom the roundtable and discussions
role of editor to honor John
himself French has done much rowing." Having progressed but hacking of the collegiate team." en of today by combining mar building.
o
Dewey on his eightieth birth
previously to benefit the college. two or three blocks in the direc The famous coach does not ad riage and a family and yet ef
Midland College has a special
day.
The oopies of the paper will be tion of the crew house for his vise his boys to consider 'pro' fectively proving that a woman
"Kants Pre-Critical Ethics"
secured through the help of Miss first try at rowing, Stagg was football as he does not feel that need not necessarily remain in courtesy week during which stu
appeared earlier this year.
Ruth Smith of the Modern Lan intercepted by one of his colleagues there Is a future in it. "For the the home to be of the moit aid dents wear such tags a* "smile'
and "thank you."
and pursuaded to make a try at best playing In football one must to her husband.
guage Department.

Biblical Play
Opens Here
in January

Jesus, Center of Play,
Never Is on Stage

S.C.A. Host to
Important
Visitor
Field Secretary of
Y. M. C. A. Speaks Here

Bob Burns
Invited
to Mills

CLASSIC BALLET
The first ballet, "Air And Varia
tions," was a classic ballet of
Bach's. The movements, the pat
terns, and the silhouettes were in
teresting, but the variations and
movements could have been made
more outstanding. The color com
binations were very attractive, and
although parts of it lost attention,
It did improve as the dance con
tinued. On the whole it can be
said that the men did better danc
ing than the women.
BALLET-CARTOON
"The Filling Station" was the
outstanding ballet on the program.
This dance was heartily accepted
by the whole audience with very
generous applause. The ballet-car
toon was set in a filling station and
pictured the different types of peo
ple who came into the scene. Todd
Bolender and Gisella Caccialanza
portrayed an intoxicated, rich cou
ple from the country club. A very
clever duet was danced with ex
cellent pantomime. Their part of
the ballet was probably one of the
most difficult to perform, but It is
without doubt that they "stole the
show."
An interesting addition to the
ballet was the acrobatic arrange
ments by Newcomb Rice and Fer
nando Alonso, the truck drivers.
In the ballet an effect of con'fusion and pursuit was acquired by
a completely blackened stage and
each of the performers using flash
lights to Illuminate the stage.
TYPICAL AMERICAN
"Billy the Kid' was a dance of
typical American life in the west
ward march which made a sprawl
ing continent of the United States.
Michael Kldd, who portrayed Billy
the Kid, did a wonderful job In
not only dancing but in pantomim
ing. Criticism can be made in that
there were too many turns and
extension which left the audience
unsettled. Marie Jeanne, the Mexi
can sweetheart, did one of the love
liest dances of the group. Her tech
nique, elevation, body movements,
and pantomime were very cleancut and graceful.
It must be said here that the
accompanists and the music ar
rangements were equally as good
as the dancing; in fact It may have,
in comparison, surpassed the danc
ing.
The musical arrangements
of Trude Rittmann were very well
organized and performed.
Probably a more lifting, a more
inspirational program could have
been arranged to give diversifica
tion, but regardless of this criti
cism, the Ballet Caravan was
worth-while.

Dr. Goodspeed Tells
About English Bible

Warmer Sets
Goal of
Drive, $5000

Baseball: Stagg's 1st Love
"Double A" Started Out for Yale
Crew, Sidetracked Into Football

Honor Society
Introduces
Candidates

S.C.A. CABIN
GOING UP

REGISTER NOW
FOR ASILOMAR
CONFERENCE

DR. SCHILPP
IS EDITOR

French Paper
Goes on File
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Renrlnted from the American Translation of the Bible.
Copyright 1935 by the University of Chicago.

• Recreation

*

• Haggin Galleries
One of the finest exhibits ever to be shown in the
Port City wound up a successful week-and-a-half
showing at the Haggin Art Galleries last Sunday,
superb collection of old Chinese jade had been
brought here for the appreciation of the people—a
cultural boon to "town and gown" alike.
Receiving its first, and rather inadequate, show
ing in the cramped quarters on Treasure Island, the
jade exhibit found excellent setting in the local gal
leries. Over twenty thousand citizens from Stock
ton and vicinity poured through the gallery halls to
view the multi-colored exhibits. Among the many
who saw the amazingly beautiful green jade pagoda
and the other works of Oriental art were undoubt
edly many PSA'ers. Suffice it to say that those. Ben
gal lads and lassies who prowled the museum halls
gained rich reward for their alertness.
Greatly to be commended are the officials of the
Haggin Art Galleries, a non-profit institution oper
ating for the cultural benefit of the people of Call
fornia. We'll be looking forward to their next fea
ture attraction.

• Beauty

A remarkably impressive illustration of what a
Chapel service can be was given last Tuesday when
the Department of Religious Education presentee
Mr. Harold Ehrensperger, editor of the "Christian
Student," as their featured speaker.
The extraordinary lighting effects playing on ex
cellent floral displays were well matched by the
speaker's insistence upon a beautiful life which would
leave behind its something of immortal value.
A fortunate group of PSA'ers attended the serv
ice, while those more lackadaisical missed one of th
most vital parts of their college experience.

•

*

Speaking of good food and gain
ing weight . . . we hope that Bobby
Kientz added several pounds last
week or th&t his new jacket shrank
in our recent rain. Bob seemed to
have a bad time trying to keep ends
from meeting when he tried on his
award In assembly recently.
*
» *
New jackets????? We can't pass
up Omega Phi's deep purple. jobs.
All we can say at the moment is
WOW.
"Be it ever so humble there's no
place like home" (provided there is
furniture in the place). Just ask
the Alpha Theta's what became of
their furniture ... or perhaps a
certain fraternity could give a bet
ter answer.
SEEN 'ROUND . . .
Marit Brandstad and Joe Tudor,
Virginia Briggs and Doug Camp
bell.
Sapiro, Grady and Brock , . ,
(sort of a guess what).

KING ON SKIDS
With Artie Shaw taking off for
an extended rest cure, it looks as
though the King of Swing is just
about on the skids. Your Cutters'
prediction is that Shaw's band will
go on without him, probably under
the baton of Tony Pastor, solid
tenor'man and scat singer with the
crew. Pastor has already func
tioned in this capacity for he took
over the leadership when the Sha
vian cats were knocking them out
at the Palomar during Shaws' ill
ness this summer. Pastor is a
genial screwball who really knows
how to sell out to the dancing pub
lic; there shouldn't be any trouble
putting the band over under a new
name. „
FAIR EXCHANGE

Incidentally, Buddy Rich, the de
mon drummer, has just left the
crew to go with Tommy Dorsey,
and Cliff Leeman of the Dorsey
crew will take over the hidebeatlng
job in the Shaw band. This is odd
in that Leeman originally started
with Artie Shaw. His style of
drumming is much more subtle
than that of Rich, and this should
pay dividends to the band. With all
due credit to Rich; he has a bad
habit of building houses behind the
ensemble work of the ork, and
though they're beautifully con
ceived and executed, they're just
so much excess baggage. Leeman,
on the other hand, uses extremely
good taste in his drumming that
should boost the whole outfit tre
mendously.
MYSTERY MAN
The question we want answered
this week concerns the where
abouts of one Les Hlte. There were
posters out booming the fact that
he was to be at the local Cocoanut
Grove last Saturday night. Sudden
ly, in the last week, his publicity
petered out, and that was that. A
couple of carloads of local cats
went out Saturday night to see
what was doing and found the joint
in darkness. Whats the dope?
BLACK JAM
If any of you cats get down by
the Santa Fe railroad tracks on
Center street in the near future,
there's a Negro jam band holding
forth nilghtly that should give you
some kicks. For really red hot jive,
these killers are the business. It
may be loud and a little out of
tune, but, Man, it's solid.

o

.

One Moment,
Please
•

Continued From Page 1

good day, although not 51-0 like last
year. Better come out and see if
you can pick the squad that's go
ing to Hawaii.

• • •

Second of the Pacific Lecture
Series, "The Story of the English
Bible," headlining Dr. Edgar J.
Goodspeed, was an interesting re
view shedding much light on the
"greatest book," but highlight of
the evening was the amazing ap
pearance of A. A. Stagg in full
dress, introducing his friend of
former days at Yale and Chicago.
• • •
Add Similes: As outspoken as a
PACIFIC WEEKLY review.

What's the matter with Pacific's
pride and school spirit lately?
Since the beginning of this semes
ter there seems to have been more
things stolen than ever before in
this school's history. Last week
end padlocked lockers in the gym
were jimmied open and many valu
able articles were stolen, including
shoes, clothes, and a tennis racket.
Parked cars have been entered and
articles, including many books,
were stolen. One student alone had
a $4.00 economics book taken,
bought another and nad it stolen.
What's the matter? Are we go
ing to sit back and let Pacific's
reputation become ruined just be
cause of a few dishonest students?
Where's the Student Affairs Com
mittee? Let's get something done
and clear this up once and for all.
—A Rooter.
o

Frosh Club
Hears Talk
on Y.M.C.A.
Mr. Richard Mills, former Na
tional Y. M. C. A. secretary, pre
sented a talk on Y. M. C. A. and
S. C. A. activities to a combination
group of S. C. A. cabinet members,
advisory board, and Frosh Y Club
members last Monday evening
from 7 to 8 o'clock.
One of the Y ideas that Mr.
Mills gave to the group was that
"the finest things we have in life
are things we help ourselves to."
All students are urged to enter
activities "whole-heartedly" and to
get out of the activity everything
that it offers.'
The speaker stated that persons
who get everything out of an or
ganization are the ones who in
terest others in the same grou p.
He commented, "Let yourself
come in contact with a dynamic
personality afire with interest, and
you'll find yourself drawn to that
interest as if a magnet had been
used."
Mr. Mills urges college students
to learn how to think. Persons
who know how to think are the
"folks who will make the world
a kind of world with reduced
poverty and reduced superstition,"
he commented.
Plans for next Monday's meetting are tentative. The probable
presentation will be to have S. C.A. representatives speak.
o

Music of Late
I770's on Air

Team to Be
Doing the
Hula Soon
A bad case of the Hawaiian
jitters may be expected to seize
the Golden Tigers on next Thurs
day night, December 7, when they
play the U. S. Marines at San
Diego. After that game, Coach
Stagg will disclose the names of
the players who will leave for
Hawaii on the following day. Those
chosen will sail on the S. S. Lurline from Los Angeles at 5 p. m,
on December 8.
In addition to the team mem
bers, tourists will include Coach
and Mrs. Amos Alonzo Stagg,
Coach Ralph B. Francis, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. Breeden, and Bob
Bovey, senior manager. Others
t-Vi have made reservations in
clude Don La, Moine, a Stockton
ju.iior College student, and Mr,
and Mrs. Tulloch, Mr. and Mrs
Caufmun, Miss Caufmun, and Miss
Grohl.
TRAINING ABOARD SHIP
The Lurline is scheduled to ar
rive in Honolulu at 9 a. m. on
Wednesday, December 13, and the
game will be played at 2:30 p. m
the next Saturday. Regular train
ing will be held on the boat, and
after arriving, the team will prac
tice on the field of a boy's school.
Students of the University of
Hawaii will meet the boat and
treat the players to traditional Ha
waiian hospitality, leis and all.
During their nine-day stay on the
Islands, the team will go on many
sight-seeing tours. Mr. Stagg has
several speaking engagements.
CHRISTMAS FESTIVITIES
The S. S. Matsonia will leave
Honolulu at twelve noon on Fri
day, December 22, and bring the
Pacific team and supporter^ home,
arriving in San Francisco at
9 a. m., Friday, December 29. Ae
Christmas will be spent a la Pa
cific Ocean, elaborate plans for the
festivities have been made, so that
the Yuletide and Santa Claus will
miss none.
Union College has abandoned de
bating in favor of forum meet
ings.

BARGAIN
BASEMENT
Help!

Whisker

"a "TTiZ the Trojan, make a
complain v
mind
lot of noise and take yo

And who didn't go through the
ritual of roast turkey, cold turkey,
hashed turkey and turkey soup last
week? Even dining hall roast beef
looks good to us now., /

Unknown?
Breathes there a student with mind so unwitty,
That he does not know of the Ex Committee."
It is true that most PSA members know the func
tions of the Ex Committee—the Rally Committee,
too. The. student's concept of the third major stu
dent committee, the Student Affairs Committee, is
unfortunately limited.
The complexity of this unknown quantity in our
student government lies in the simplicity of its func
tions, "to improve the general welfare on the cam
pus." The committee can both legislate and enforce
legislation for the betterment of campus morale.
The emphasis in present years has, however, been on
policy-forming rather than on strict enforcement of
existing rules.
This year's organization, under the chairmanship
of Martin Pulich, has conceived two basic purposes
for its work:
(1) To act as the link between students and ad
ministration.
(2) To take constructive action based on stu
dent majority desires.
For over two months the Student Affairs Com
mittee has been laying the foundation for perma
nent committee policies. It is now opening the com
mittee thinking to your criticism. Some students
have of late made repeated charges of "faculty dom
ination." If these students are not negativists, if
their thinking goes farther than talking, let them
use this proper medium for their thoughts.—B. B.

U., New
^"Tn^fer "education without
Orleans. P
admit girls are
coeds, but
Gjrlgj
they

I hope that I shall never eat
Another slice of turkey meat.
I see no harm in now confessing,
I loath the very sight of dressing
Poems are made by fools like me
But only God could live on turkey
for more than a week.

ROW?

Cat 's

Girls Necessary?^-,1a

By JEAN ANDREWS

SPIRIT

The

By KAy GROSSE

-By BASTIAN

SHOOTING OFF AGAIN

You've missed something if you haven't seen it.
What is ''it"? The "it" to which we refer is the
Stockton Community Recreation House, a project
organized and supervised by Pacific's Betty Rae
Stone. What you've missed if you haven't attended
one of the sessions of the recreation center includes
both the fun of participating yourself and the educa
tional value of watching the successful leadership
techniques employed.
Let us take this opportunity editorially to urge
you to drop in on Central Methodist Church (San
Joaquin and Miner) some Thursday evening between
seven and ten to see what's going on. While you're
there see if you can expand this list of values to be
observed in its work.
( 1 ) Operation of one of the most potent forces
which made and make America the "melting pot."
If your evening is typical, you will find several goodlooking young men with curly black hair and dark
complexions, perhaps a few bearing the distinctive
eyes of the Oriental, and as good an assortment of
"native Americans" as you. are likely to see. All take
part democratically in games, folk dancing, handi
craft, and singing. That's certainly education in liv
ing together.
( 2 ) Training in the creative use of leisure time.
Young America, still unburdened with the European
goosestep and compulsory military drill, has sizeable
chunks of free time. Games, not guns, and demo
cratic competition, not a salute, occupy the minds of
those who make use of the recreation facilities of
fered each week.
*
( 3 ) An excellent training ground for recrea
tional leadership. "Learn by doing," one of the best
educational slogans in our humble opinion, is to be
seen in action every night the Recreation House unlimbers its box of crafts, its widely assorted easy-tomake games, and its heavy artillery of folk dancing
and singing.
So keep this in mind, and some Thursday evening
drop in on the project and watch the recreational
superintendent par excellence and her crew go to
town.

COLLEGIANA

EDITORIAL

FEATURE

Listen, you scoffers! Then wonder and begone!
For I am doing something in your times
Which you will never believe even when it is
related to you!—Acts 13:41

He: "I understand your daugh
ter is a finished soprano."
She: "No, not yet, but the neigh
bors almost got her last night."
—Pony Express
"Our American Music" program,
*
• •
heard yesterday at 1:15, featured
the late eighteenth century musi Busy
cians with their compositions in
Dress designers report that busi
terposed throughout with the nar ness is good, in fact, it's bustling.
ration of their lives by Robert Lan—College Chronicle
• • *
ing.
Miss Elizabeth Taylor sang the
Slogan
songs, "Jockey and Jenny" by RayThey tried the slogan "Give Till
na Taylor, "Ave Maria" by Benja
It Hurts" over in Scotland for a
min Carr and "In a Distant Clime I
benefit fund. One of the donors
Have Left a Sweet Rose" by James
came back later and asked for a
Hewitt. She was accompanied by
refund, saying he was hurt worse
Miss Miriam Burton. The rendi
than he had thought at first.
tion of "Ave Maria" featured Nor
—Record Scissors
man Lamb and his violin.
»
»
«
Doris Bowring was responsible
for the script and Rod Randall the Good Trick
The great problem which seems
musical direction. Next week this
program, produced by the Radio to be baffling II Duce at the mo
Workshop Class under Art Farey, ment is how to stick out his chin
choose for their theme, thp national and pull in his neck at the same
airs, their originations, and com time.
posers.
—Scissors

off work.

.

vq to make the

best
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s
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Beef Trust . . ..

The picture of Elsie Crabtree,
Nevada chief majorette, reveals
evidence of beef-trust potentialities
to Chico cohorts. Callipygian venus
she may be, but what knees! They
say Chico has trees with better
limbs. It is alleged by the Chico
Wildcat the real heroine of the
affair was Nevada's dean of wom
en. Chico believes Dean Mack was
*
,
*
a conscientious aesthete who, for
Co-eds of a Colorado college the sake of art, knows what knees
stated recently that the typical diet should be revealed.
*
*
*
of the college girl consisted of cho
colate cake, candy, pickles and
coca-cola. Looks like all co-eds Hot News . . . • • •
When a man bites a dog that s
are doomed to diet a young age if
supposed to be news, but when an
this keeps up.
ordinary, inanimate lamp bites a
»
*
*
dog, that deserves two headlines.
We used to be quite specific ,
Strongheart, a Saint Mary's con
In saying our team was terrific
densed version of Rin-Tin-Tin,
Ah, how well we remember
was "shocked" when he tried to
They sailed in December
bite a lamp cord in two. At last
And never came back to Pacific!
reports the dog was feeling fine,
And though we wish the football
but much wiser. The lamp cord
team the best of times on their trip
to the Islands we hope that at least was shelved for repairs.
•

»

•

half of them forget the idea of be
coming glorified beach combers Strongarm Stuff , . . .
and return to commonplace old Pa
Pretty strong words were flung
cific.
bodaciously around by members of
the U. C. sophomore class recently.
We like to keep our noses clean They were directed at certain cul
but after reading some references prits who stole their prize paddle.
to the Missing Link in a column of I expect to read any day now
the WEEKLY published November where someone was treated for
17, we feel that there are a few splinters arising from a certain
things to clear up here and there. paddle
being
wrapped
firmly
First, we do not consider ourselves around their neck.
a "sniveling tattling column which
caters only to a select group of
PSA members." Secondly, we are
not especially anxious to "find the
missing link that keeps Miss An
drew's column from being a com
plete chain of thought," because
we do not consider it a privilege to
The S. C. A. deputations commit
join the chain gang which adheres
to a certain set method of compo tee has planned a program for the
sition. Our policy has been to print Escalon Methodist Church this
things that are most novel and that Sunday. The pastor of the church,
appeal to the largest possible Glen C. Young, a graduate of Pa
group in the PSA without showing cific, has invited the group so that
the people of his church will know
bias or prejudice.
what the students here are doing
o
in Christian work.
The chairman of the committee,
Ruth Coward, announced that there
are two meetings planned. Allen
Breed will have charge of the EpA group of chemistry students worth League at 6:30, and Don Mc
and teachers heard Dr. Gustav Adams will be the main speaker
at the 7:30 church service.
Egloff, an authority on motor
A musical program has also been
fuels, talk at a joint meeting of planned for this evening service.
the American Chemioal Society Charles Leach will sing, Ida Bush
and the American Society of Civil will give a trumpet solo, Jacqueline
Engineers held at Sacramento last Parker will be the accompanist, and
night. Dr. Egloff, who is director the A Cappella Choir will sing.
of research of Universal Oil Pro
a
ducts, gave an illustrated lecture
on "Motor Fuels of Tomorrow."

...

McAdams Dons
Frock Coat at
Escalon

Tomorrow's Fuels
Are Discussed

FRANK'S
PRANK
By BONNIE SMITH
(An Unbiased Republican)
"I don't like my birthday,"
Said little Frank,
"It comes in the middle of
June.
I must debate upon changing
the date,
It really comes much too soon.
"It comes too close to the
Fourth of July,
But perhaps I could switch
that someway,
The girls and boys could make
just as much noise
If it came in the middle of
May!
"Christmas could be at the
end of March,
Though Easter might be in
the way,
We could shop for eaoh thing
in the middle of Spring,
And save money on winter
display.
"New Year's might be in the
Fall," thought Frank,
"For we must watch our holi
days.
If we have enough nerve we
can surely conserve
In many ingenious ways.
"It takes only my word to
change things around
And alter our methods of liv
ing."
(And I'm sure you've all heard
of the good twenty-third)
And the newly christened
Franksgiving!

By GALEN HARVEY

. if"You know the old saying FIRST TEN
fbolt you can't live with 'em on
Radio's ten leading song hit.
without 'em.
^ ,
week include the followw'• thi»
Prayer, What's New?, south . M y
Border, Last Night, ~
El Rancho Grande, Many d """•
Ago, Lilacs in the Rain. Day®®!
Day Out, and Goody, Goodbye, ^
in the lot. To be more
Commencing this wet-x a
list,
wanted her man to
radio's most popular hits wijjY
hair and dimples.
printed in this column commen •
•
•
*
with number one as the most i>
Slice It Up
• • * ' ' I lar and going right down the ,u
You often hear the comment SIDE LINES
about how schools are ma-king
Jimmy Fidler'g wife is mamoney at football when ja g
8
crowds attend the game Sure the Jimmy's new winter overcoat j?
CfF*
owns
a
smart
shop
in
Hollv»„!
money's taken in, but it's paid out
0i
which
will
turn
out
the
mas(
again. Home games cost abou
N V"
$700, and a seasonal overhead o piece, Chet Lauck's horses are " / '' .ategettin too fat while Lum and av
getting
$10,000 must be taken care o .
top of this Is the guarantee to ner are on their personal aPPeaj. ''
visiting teams. The palms of visit ance tour — because Sybil I
**0*
ing officials are crossed with $300 CBS organist, visits the stable^ U
a game, University of Arizona style. morning to exercise the nags jj
When they get through slicing ry Owens will continue at the Holt
it up you're lucky if you have wood Roosevelt Hotel BlosJ
Room. Hedda Hopper is heart
enough for car fare.
thrice weekly over CBS at 3:15 p ^
•
*
•
SCHOOL STATION
Grant Union High School in
ramento hag applied for a privat.
radio station license. If they «»|A job
it, they will be the first High Schoi>o|
S<:
in Western America to have a radio
station on a high school campus '
STATION GAB

Ft* J<
KWG came on the air in 1919
KECA, of L. A. has been on the air
ten years, last week. KGDM is still ,/•
GtO^1
on the air. Have you heard Jlmmj
Johnstone, Stockton Jaysee student
announcing over that station? He •'(( '
is on on Saturdays and sounds llki
he's calling trains. Congratulations /
to George Ross for his football' '
broadcasts from Baxter Field, Hii
final Pacific home game, this season, will take place tomorrow. Bob
Monagan officiated at the field
loudspeaker mike recently at a
high school gome here and did a
nice job of it.
serf ' " ' *
CULTURE
Ted Malone and hli NBC Poetry " '
Pilgrimage will take you to Greeni
wich Village this Sunday where hi
will talk on Elinor Wylie. A pro!
gram glorifying woman's place It
the world known under the title
"Gallant American Women," is no» •
being presented over NBC on Tues
days at 5 p. m. Professor Gole
man's classes should take note & ; - •
the next great play in the currei
NBC-KGO seriea which wUl
"Volpone" by Johnson.

"Stub" Plays for
Older
Boys Meet
The Older Boys Conference
the Y. M. O. Aof Callfor
which convene* at Stanford
varsity thia week and, Decern
1, 2 and 8, has invited Gta
"Stub" Harvey, Pacific promoti toy
,^
1 " managar, to be the conferei
pianist for this year's conclave to \ Q pr ,
Harvey played last year at I ^ ,
'
conferenoe held in Berkeley. 1,
will play at all of the gene 11
assemblies and furnish spec jii ^
11 ~C j
music tor th* a Inner Hour V
grams.

Class Is Active

W.

Members of the home decorat FE*TNEFK
class of tha College of the 1 'L -Vr,
clflo have had many activities

past lew weeks.

KI'tri
f

Reo^ntiy t

decorated a suite of roome
Breuner*s Furniture Btore.
rooms were displayed Friday <
ning when the store held 0]
house.
A model home was
To advertise the activities of rated in Burnham's Store hT
the S. C. A. on the College of the group.

S. C. A. Speaks
Via Radio

Pacific campus and in the com
munity, Janet McGinnis, publicity
chairman, has instituted a cam
paign on the campus and in
the county. As a' new departure
in advertising methods the S. C. A.
Plans to carry their gospel via
the radio, and if the necessary
arrangements can be made a
series of talks and programs will
be arranged for radio presenta
tion. Galen "Stub" Harvey, radio
editor of the Pacific WEEKLY,
will head a committee to draw
up plans for this advertising tech
nique, and the type of programs
and material which will be used.

Vacation Beckons
to Interested
Asilomar-bound Christmas vacationista and others interested will
meet at 3:30 next Tuesday and
Wednesday afternoons in the S C
A- rooms to discuss the Asilomar

Steel Use Higher
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Teacher!
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a class is great—but there
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Which explains why "An

A

i;
Designs for 1940 autom°V .
her
models will boost even h'8 , ,
amount of steel and other
,
required. Already Amerioa
u
ber 1 consumer of"s'teel, the *
bigri
mobile industry Is giv'n*
sheet steel orders to
centers. One company alone
to consume 8,500,000 *Qnnr
more sheet steel in the fl
1(|J'
million cars it builds.
1
—Automobile
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jingle Dance
to Be Held
by Mu Zeta

c4V,

" 2«ta
n
,Kho Is entertaining at
m&l dance this Saturday night
f"f o-OO to 1:00 a. m. The memfro® " alumnae,
and
honorary
"A,
of the sorority will hold
/fair at the house In honor
8
Ui®.hc
' pledges,
M'
newly initiated
""'"It .
n
decorations
of the house will
th«
•til, The
in the colors of silver, green,
wi0"0*C(
'..
"*ht ' o°uth8: be red- Imitation Christmas trees
be placed around the walls to
htla . "rht, i
ther oarry out the Christmas
""me of the dance.
'"Odv ~
'"Lnemarie Anderson, Mary Ellen
thi.
. son, Joyce, Wiggins, WIni
JPU1
*r
"° (Jeii and Mary Wisnand are the
Be:1,1 ,re'd pledges
jon®'
Betty Lee Matthews is the genchairman of the dance. Pat
eral
son le in charge of the music.
^Members who are on the decocommittee are Janice Mor*h°t> in ^ m Beverly Wright Meri Wolf,
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the formal affair are Betty Dixon,
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hardi, Duane Sewell, Gayle Rawles,
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,;r;s Lloyd, Berni Badger, Bob
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frank Devene, Harriet Budin,
george See, Joyce Wiggins, and
j,offje Hansbrow.
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Auxiliary Group
Meets at
Epsilon

*
me,7 Mothers' and Patroness' Club
J,m* «<"*., th
'«.tomopro, 0( Epsilon Lambda Sigma held
•ted »t th, their monthly business meeting
lk*
nsMntly , last Monday afternoon at the
ots hsra M4 (, sorority house. Plans for a moth
er'! dinner were discussed, to be
held at the same time as the
sorority sisters have a Dad's din.
'M his NBC Pt, tier. No definite date was selected,
t»k» you to G, but the month of January is the
!• Sunday snie„
probable time.
llnor Wylla A, The afternoon was spent play
t woman's pljq ing cards. Mrs. J. M. Bond, presi
"T undsr the dent presided.

<an Women," in

ovsr NBC os J, Hank Stein, refugee student at
n. Professor G Pacific, will lead the meeting of
hould take toti the Life Questers' League this
play In the can Sunday at six o'clock in the Cen
»• which v|] tral Methodist Church. All stu
dinson.
dents are welcomed to enjoy this
-o
. I meeting which Is entitled, "Re
ligious Conditions In Germany."

ays for

fflSMd KV U M
Saturday - Sunday - Monday

MICKEY ROONEY
"ANDY HARDY
GETS SPRING FEVER"
—Also—
Chas. Grapewlne

'THE MAN WHO DARED'
Tues. - Wed. - Thurs. - Fri.

"FOUR FEATHERS"

Active
h* home d#**'1

£
many •otiv""

MM* -

ult. *
Store
nlture
FrkW
iplayed
store

John Clements
June Duprez
—Also—

"EVERYBODY'S HOBBY"
Henry O'Neil
Irene Rich

dt

SWEET'S

Auburn Boulevard
SACRAMENTO
Two of America's
GREATEST
DANCE BANDS

HARRY JAMES
World's Number One
Trumpeter and His
World-Famous Band
THIS SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 2
—And—

Pledges Honort
Members at
House Dance

tumnal colorings.
The eighteen new pledges are
giving the dance in honor of house
members. Chairman for the eve
ning will be Jerry Bentley.
Herb Ia Berge and his orchestra
will supply music for dancing from
9:00 to 1:00 a. m.

fi*

Manor Hall to Phi Mu Alpha
Preside at
Gives "Hour
of Music"
Sunday Tea

Ao' llir* to'l
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ORRIN TUCKER
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FEATURING

BONNIE BAKER

Most Popular Band
In America
DECE>rB-C«-8
MEN 99C

CLASSICAL
CLUBS TO
MEET SOON
Miss Marie Allen, of the Eng
lish and Language Department of
Stockton Junior College, and Dean
Fred L. Farley will attend a
luncheon meeting of the Central
Section of the Classical Associa
tion of Pacific States at the
Berkeley Womens' City Club on
December 2. Dr. W. H. Alexander,
Professor of Latin at the Univer
sity of California, will be the
speaker.

Rhizomia celebrates tomorrow
night its thirteenth annual "Hell
Dance." Saunders King, famous
N. B. C. artist whose colored or
chestra has be erf playing regularly
at San Francisco's El Patio, will
provide eerie music for the revelers.
For the past week Rhizites have
recreated their fraternity house Into
a veritable den of iniquity, plaster
ing the walls and woodwork with
drawings and cartoons. The front
stairs have been transformed Into
a hair-raising slide while guests
must crawl on their -hands and
knees up the back stairs.
Among those attending will be
Bob Wentz, Frances Hallmark; Pat
Dunlap and guest; Howard Hansbrow, Joyce Wiggins; Bob Kientz,
Barbara Nawman; Ernie Atkinson,

Betty Barry; Norman Lamb, Jane
Grey; Charles l5urham, Marge Lee;
Ed Denn^y, Jane Jordon; George
Blaufuss, Barbara Curts; Tony
Flcovich, Bette Meyer; Wayne
Bird, Lois Bugbee; W. C. Smallwood, Roxene Hafele; Art Holton;
George Miller; John Stolz; Mary
Lou Anthony; Bob Adamina, ,Jane
Ketman; Karl Stone, Olive Clark;
Bob Henning; Max Gobel, Eleanor
McCloud; Glenn Harter, Mary Day
Martin; Dick Stebbins, Jimmle
Wood; Johnny Singleton, Phyllis
Stabler; Bill Stone, Margaret Har
mon; Evan Evans and guest Bob
Todd, Mrs. Bob Todd; Frank Pursel, Jean Arnot; Doug Campbell,
Virginia Briggs; Dave Brownell,
Frances Branstead; Ethan Higgins,
Marlt Branstead; Roy Phillips, Peg
gy Edmons.

Faculty Eats
Turkey and
Trimmings

Pacific Night to
Be Feature
of Club

A meeting of the entire asso
ciation of the Classical Clubs will
be held at the campus of the
University of Southern California
on December 9. Dr. Farley, secre
tary-treasurer of the organization,
will attend a luncheon there where
Doctor Goodspeed, who spoke on
our campus November 27, will ad
dress the group.
On December 6 the Stockton
Classical Club will meet at the
home of Mrs. Broaddus at 1036
North Center Street. A paper, re
viewing the book "Marius, The
Dr. and Mrs. Tully C. Knoles en
Epicurean," by Pater, will be read
by Mrs. Edward Gardner. The pub joyed Thanksgiving day at home
lic is invited to attend the meet with their family and Miss Carter.
President and Mrs. Dwayne Orton
ing.
spent the day at the home of Mrs.
Orton's parents in Redwood City.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Fenlx were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. E.
Connolly. Mr. and Mrs. Amos Alonzo Stagg, Miss Eleanor McCann,
and Miss Mae Shaw spent the day
"Tripping the Bengal Trot," a at home.
new Pacific swing time, will be
Miss Marie Breniman stayed at
introduced for the first time by Palm Springs with her sister and
Herb La Berge and his 9-piece brother-in-law. Dr. and Mrs. W. J.
orchestra* at the annual Freshman- Miller of Westwood. Miss Miriam
Sophomore Hop at the Cocoanut Burton was with her parents in
Grove from 9 to 1 p. m. tonight. Sunnyvale. On Thanksgiving day,
La Berge, a new figure in the Miss Ethel Mae Hill and Miss Mar
realm of Pacific's dance bands, tha Pierce were together in Burhas composed several new selec lingame, Miss Teresa Ferster at
tions especially for Pacific rooters. Stanford, Miss Deering in Chico,
A Christmas theme will be ob Miss Nella Rogers in Carmel, and
served at the dance, which promr Miss Kathleen Seagraves in Modes
lses to be the biggest Freshman- to.
Sophomore social event of the
fall season. Admission to the af
fair will be granted to couples in
which one member is a freshman
or sophomore and possesses a
student body card. No charge is
asked for the dance. Bids will be
handed out at the door.
America was the patriotic theme
Committee for the event includes
Allen Breed, Bonnie Smith, Bar of Dr. Knoles* talks during the
bara Laddon, and Bob Monagan. Thanksgiving vacation.
"The Role of America" was the
topic on which he spoke at Sacra
mento before Phi Delta Kappa on
November 21. Phi Delta Kappa is
an honorary scholarship socity of
education majors. Dr. Knoles' talk
that day was in connection with
To honor the mothers of Alpha the state teachers' institute held at
Theta Tau's new pledges, the Sacramento.
Dr. Knoles was the guest of the
Mothers' Club of the sorority gave1
a luncheon on Friday, November Los Gatos Chamber of Commerce
last Sunday at Los Gatos, where he
17.
The luncheon was followed by a spoke on "Study America" at a
short business meeting with Mrs. vesper service.
Today he will speak before the
Clyde Danner presiding. A Christ
mas party was decided upon for Junior Chamber of Commerce in
Stockton.
December 5.

Silver; Red Are
Frosh, Sophs
Favorites of
Hop Tonight
Tau Kappa

TURKEY VIA
A. A. STAGG

Halls to Give
Joint Dance

Business Girls to
Have Dance

House Mothers
Substitute

Methodists Talk
About Student
Work on Campus

SILVER LEAF

FOR XMAS
GIFTS-

KING

"MEET DR. CHRISTIAN"
Jean Hersholt
Dorothy Lovett

SIERRA

T U C Q T R F Phone 1
I llCn I IV t 7-79791
STARTS TOMORROW

MAIN AT
CALIFORNIA

"The Private Lives of

ELIZABETH
AND ESSEX"

Tp?
'•r

"Conversational music" — that's
the novel style played by Orrln
Tucker and his orchestra, who
comes to Sweet's Ballroom in Sac
ramento this Sunday night, ac
companied by that pint-size sen
sation of radio, Bonnie Baker.
It's music that won't disturb
talking, as Tucker explains it. Yet,
it's rhythmic enough for dancing,
smooth and melodious enough for
good listening.
Though the style is predomin
antly sweet, the band is equipped
to play what Tucker calls "con
versational swing." A wide variety
of voioes is another noteworthy
feature of this great aggregation.
Orrin sings in a smooth baritone;
Bonnie "Oh, Johnnie" Baker, fea
tured girl vocalist, has a dis
tinctively coy style. In addition
there is a male sextet, and the in
strumentalists join in from time
to time for glee club work.
Announcement Is also made that
this Is Tucker's only Northern
California engagement and this
famous band will not play any
where else.

Tea from three to five in honor
For the first time in several
of the house patronesses is the years faculty men, alumni and
program for Manor Hall, Sunday, student members of Beta Pi Chap
ter of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
December 3.
national honorary music fraternity,
The patronesses who are to he
will present an "hour of music"
honored are Mrs. Bradford Champ- concert on the stage of the Con
lin, Mrs. Roger Webster, and Mrs. servatory Auditorium this next
Tuesday night at 8:80 o'clock.
Bradford N. Crittenden.
The program arranged by A1
Miss Lucille Anderson, senior
Miller, president; Clayton Long,
class representative, will greet the
vice-president and program chair
guests at the door, and Miss Mar man; and Bob Harrison, historian,
garet Campbell, Miss Ferster, Mrs. will include both ensemble and
Jean Corry and Mrs. Kay Seagraves solo numbers, ranging from the
will pour. Barbara Stewart, presi classic Bach to Plessow, contem
dent, Polly Parsons, and Jean Mo- porary German modernist. The
Bride will be in the receiving line. theme of the evening will be
Those who are heading commit "Hall Sinfonia," national song, to
tees for the event are Mildred Bap be sung by a quartet composed
tists, Doris McAllister, and Doris of J. Henry Welton, Bob Harrison,
Amsbaugh.
Norman Lamb and Roy HemsChristmas decorations of red and
worth. The program in its en
silver will be carried out for the
tirety follows:
Tau Kappa formal Saturday eve
Toccata
Fresoobaldl ning, December 9.
Adagio and Rondo
General chairman of the dance
Weber-Piatlgorsky is Rosemary Strader. Committees
cello—•C. Bruce Tomlinson
accompanist—Clayton Long
include decorations, Alice Hall,
II
Melba Loyd, Mildred Field, Margo
Double
Concerto
Bach
A Thanksgiving dinner invitation
Mclntyre, and Lois Lasell; food,
Vivace
was extended to the members of
Largo
Aline Durst, Rae Hungerford, Alice
violin—Lawrence Short and
the College of Pacific football team
Keehner, and Betty Ann Smith.
Norman Lamb
by Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Stagg. It
accompanist—Allan Baoon
The orchestra is yet to be se
was given at a local hotel for the
III
lected for the occasion.
Wagner
boys who could not be at home To the Evening Star
A Brown Bird Singing
Wood
during the holidays.
T h e Little Irish Girl
Lohr
tenor—Bob Harrison
The dinner was held Friday eve
acoompanist—Irving Frits
ning, at the Hotel Stockton. The
IV
Staggs' guests Included Hugh Mc Second Trio
..Godard
Allegro
Moderato
Williams, Eric Jacobsen, Diok
violin—Lawrence Short
Bentley, Jerry Bentley, Roy Coop
oello—C. Bruce Tomlinson
piano—John Gilchrist Elliott
er, Emrys Lloyd, Tom Oleata, and
A formal dance will be given
V
A1 Irwin.
Nuages
Debussy-Ravel by the members of Women's Hall
Serenade In Blue
Plessow and the Women's Hall Annex In
duo-pianists—Clayton Long
the Florentine Room at the Hotel
and Austin Coggin
Clark, on Friday, December 8,
from 9:00 to 1:00 a. m.
Decorations will be in the Christ
mas theme. Virginia Wright 's the
"Winter Wonderland" is to be the
head of the decoration committee.
Miss Nancy Toms, a member of She will be assisted by Charmlan
theme of the Stockton Business
Girls Club annual winter formal the faculty of the Stockton Junior Cash and Mildred Barnett.
Herm Sapiro's orchestra will fur
dance at the Hotel Stockton Satur College, is acting as temporary
day evening. Miss Janet McKenzie house mother of Alpha Theta Tau nish the music.
until the position is filled. Miss
Two of the patronesses of Wom
Is general ohairman.
Mary Dolman was the former house en's Hall will be chaperons.
mother.
Acting as house mother of Mu
Zeta Rho is Mrs. Kay Seagraves,
FOR THAT
also a member of the faculty of
AFTER-SHOW OR
Stockton Junior College.
Mrs.
BETWEEN-MEAL6
Lucy Forkner was the former house
mother for Mu Zeta.
MILKSHAKE „ , „
A church council meeting called
June Sprlge was confined to the by the director of religious edu
Infirmary this last week with a cation In the California councils
glandular infection.
was held on this campus Mon
On California St.,
day and Tuesday of this week.
The meeting was comprised of
Between Main & Market
pastors, directors of religious edu
cation, and directors of Wesley
Foundations. Delegates came from
universities, colleges, state col
leges, and several junior colleges
throughout the state.
Herman Beimfohr of the Wesley
Foundation of the University of
"Your Neighborhood
—Starting Sunday—
California at Los Angeles was the
Jeweler"
"THAT'S RIGHT,
leader of the conference. The re
2047
PACIFIC
AVENUE
source man was Dr. Harold
YOU'RE WRONG"
Ehrensperger of the Board of
Smart Gifts at
Kay Kyser and Band
Education of the M e t h o d i s t
Adolph Menjou - Lucille Ball
Reasonable Prices!
Church.
—And—

<*

on-

Hosts for the occasion will be
Dean Gay, Dave Gay, Jerry Tilson, Dwayne Mears, Don McAdams,
Bob Conn, Joe Thornton, Bill
Hunefeld, Stub Harvey, Jack Hanner, Richard Toms, Bill Renfer,
Walt Fellers, John Immel, Ken
neth Rogers, Aaron Rempel, Dan
Pengelly, and Wardell Ploardo.

Hell Dance" Theme
to Be Feature of
Rhizite Dance

BETTY DIXON, Editor

Orrin Tucker
Alpha Kappa Phi opens their
Patrons and patronesses will In Appears In
doors for the first dance of the
clude Miss Patty Pierce, Mr. and
fall season tomorrow evening. A
Mrs. Kenneth Stocking, and Mr.
fall theme will be carried out In
Sacramento
and Mrs. A. M. Garrlgan.
flowers and shrubbery of au

Starring
BETTE DAVIS
and
EUROLi FLYNN
Another Warner Bros. Hit
Come Early and Get
Good Seats!

1IFEJ
b#131
jflgO*
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FRI. - SAT.
"THE GREAT WALT/,"
Lal*e Ratner—Fernand Gravct
and
Borix Karloff
HTRAN KENSTKIK"
SUN. - RON.
eAlexander's Ragtime Bajid
VT'yrone Power - Alice
AIw.o. Faye
Fnvp
Ty
and
'•Rider* of the Black JJill*"
Charles Starrett - Uol» Meredith
Free dishes to each lady
Mon
patron.
TUBS. - WED.
"HIGGINS FAMILY"
James Gleason - Lucille Gleason
and
"PIGSKIN PARADE"
Johnnv Downs - Betty Grnblc
Wed.—Vic's Country Store
THURS.
"SPRING MADNESS"
Lew Ayres - Maureen o'Snlllvan
and
"I WAS A SPY"
Madeline Carroll
Herbert Marshall

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP

KNOLES
NOTES

Mothers' Club
Honors "New"
Mothers

New Name for
Cicinato

Pacific Night will be celebrated
at the Oakdale Dinner Club on
Wednesday evening, December 6th,
according to Mr. N. M. Parsons,
chairman of the event. "Although
other evenings have been devoted
to Pacific persoaalities and en
tertainment," Mr. Parsons ex
plained, "this program we are
bringing to Oak'dale's only business
men's club will eclipse anything
yet attempted and will feature
some of the best talent from the
college."
In charge of arranging the pro
gram and getting entertainment
for the affair is Galen "Stub"
Harvey, Pacific athletic depart
ment promotion manager. Heading
the array of "acts" will be Joe
Neronde, accordionist, Freshman
student in the Stockton Junior
College. Joe will play several se
lections and accompany the au
dience when they sing Pacific
songs. Charles Wood, tenor and
member of the Pacific A Cappella
Choir, will sing a group of light
classics. Janet;, McGinnis, news
editor of the Pacific WEEKLY,
will give a short talk on "The
Feminine Viewpoint of Sports."
Harvey will officiate as masterof-ceremonies and will play a few
piano novelties. One or two other
feature "acts" are being lined up.
Over a hundred business men of
Oakdale comprise the Dinner
Club and get together each
Wednesday evening and are en
tertained by various civic and
cultural programs during the year.

Miss Ruth Weds
Marion Ruth and Dr. George
Nelson were married last Sunday
in Reno, Nevada. The bride Is a
graduate of the College of the Pa
cific and is a teacher at Walnut
Grove. The couple will establish
their home here.

When you are bored in classes
today, Monday, or everyday, re
lieve the monotony by classifying
the pedagogue.
Regarding degrees there are sev
eral types of professors—£he one
who thinks that a doctor's degree is
an unmistakable sign of superior
intelligence, who insists upon be
ing addressed accordingly at all
times, and Is sure that the degree
automatically places him above
criticism. Another type is the
Instructor who allows students to
address him by a title he has no
right to use. The ideal professor
Is the one who knows what's go
ing on, but whose only Interest
In degrees Is Fahrenheit.
Like a broken record there is
the professor who gets stuck on
one subject or period and keeps
repeating the whole semester.
You're lucky If It's not a year
course.
Hired to try your patience are
the professors who—
Never whisper above a silence.
Expect you to take notes like
a secretary does dictation.
Think their course is the most
Important in the college.
Write their own text-books.
Give full two-hour exams for
finals.
Grin expectantly after their own
jokes.
Start lecturing before they get
in the room and don't stop until
they leave.
Answer questions with "well,
we'll take that up later," and
never do.
Change texts every year.
Require more than one term
paper.
Mark down papers a whole
grade if more than one second
late.
Read their lectures.
Wander all over the room when
talking.
Keep all the windows open.
Keep all the windows closed.
Hold private conversations in
class with their favorites.
Never keep their scheduled of
fice hours.

I'. K

\

MARGIE REIMERS
TO MARRY
Mr. and Mrs. James Reimers of
Oakdale announced the engage
ment of their daughter, Margie
Reimers to Ray C. McGlothen,
son of Mr. and Mrs. B. H. MoGlothen of Stockton.
The wedding is planned for
June. The bride-elect attended the
College of the Pacific and is now
a student at Salinas Junior Col
lege. Her fiance is a graduate of
Pacific where he was an Alpha
Kappa Phi.

c
i

"An Early Xmas Suggestion"

i

m
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Ybry Infusion
In 4 New Odors

MEET THE GANG

LaVerne Cicinato became Mrs.
Charles Beatty Baysinger last Sun
day at St. Marys Church. Rita Sul
livan acted as maid of honor and
Mr. Lew Baysinger as best man.
On their return from a motor
trip the couple will occupy their
just-completed home at West Rose
and Buena Vista streets. Mrs. Bay
singer was a former student at the
College of the Pacific.

NOBODY
KNOWS;.
DO YOU?

4 Oz. $1.00

—AT—

BOBB INN

Chas. Haas & Sons

FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE

JEWELERS

ON EL DORADO

425 E. Main St.

COLD?

*Wh&re the Food Is Always Good"
8EBTEWJ BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

2041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
—A REAL TREAT

COMPLETE and SNAPPY

YOU NEED
VAN RAALTE TUCK
STITCH PAJAMAS
and GOWNS!

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Service
Through Our Capable Campus Representatives
TRY US — Xjsrt THE RESULTS
SPEAK
FOR
THEMSELVES!
OR

National Towel & Laundry Co.

LAUNDERERS — DRY CLEANERS
Phone 4-4993
925 X, Wilson Way

For Refreshmeht and Fellowship

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

"Where Old & New Friends Meet"

Keep warm as toast these frosty nights with
tuckstitch knit pajamas and gowns. Several
clever styles including Dormatory, Togs
(sweater-type blouse), Daddy-Long-Legs
(pull over your feet) and Fuzzy Knits. Skibottom and loose legs. Long and short sleeves.

1 .95

WINE
BLUE
CORAL
TURQUOISE
GREEN
PETAL PINK
RUST
MELON

SMITH &LANc
-MajutljcUL JZajtflouCLtfruin—

12A/Lnju 5~5 8 51
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BOB CONAWAY, Editor

Big Bell Again
Awaits
Game Victor

BASKETBALL SCHEDULES
FOR VARSITY, J. C.

Archania Noise - M a k e r

Bjr BOB CONAWAY

KAPEL IS
GUESSER
George Kapel, sports writer
for the WEEKLY, two weeks
ago predicted that the Tigers
would swamp the Chlco Wild
cats by four touchdowns. Due
to the drastic nature of the
prognostication, his story was
revised. However, later events
have proven his prediction to
be wholly accurate.
(He
missed by one point after
touchdown.)

LANKY END

WE DON'T
NEED ELSIE!

Business

Word has been received that
Elsie Crabtree, the darling of
the Nevada campus and foot
ball field, will not parade on
the turf in Stockton, nor will
the band. Nevertheless, fans
will be treated to a sneak
preview of Pacific's 40 "ma
jorettes" and their 80 dimpled
knees!

Professional Directory

and

Support the

ON PACIFIC AVENUE.

TUXEDO BARBER SHOP

WEEKLY
ADVERTISERS

For Satisfying Haircuts

They Support You!

LINDBERG'S

STAR GUARD
Forty-Nine Drug Co.
Main & El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893
Poplar & Yosemite, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

Johnny
Domench's
Union Service
CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS

Pacific Headquarters

FOR GAS, OIL AND
LUBRICATION

' The Taste AVill Tell"
Ph. 3-0451

2014 racific Ave.

CORSAGES?
FARMS 4*

Supply Milk
for the

Fighting Tigers

For

better

business

positions

TRY THE

H U M P H R E Y S

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

School of Business

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

OFFICE:
602 S. Center St.
Phone: 2-8220

(Since 1896)

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber.. Stockton

SIBLEY E. BUSH
2302 Pacific Avenue

MEET YOUR
FRIENDS
AT THE

MILKY WAY
"Home of the Frozen
Milkshake"

Fountain - Sandwiches

FROSTED MALTS

BLEWETT'S

YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD STORE

Snappy Fountain
Service
FREE DELIVERY
Phone 2-2830

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

Nevada's choice for all-conference
The game of football is the ulti
guard Is OLINTO BARSANTI, a
light, hard charging veteran of one mate result of an illegal play
made by an English Rugby player
year.
in 1823.

Inasmuch as there are many
conflicting elements at this time,
all activities in Intramural Sports
have been postponed to some time
directly after the Christmas vaca
tions. The sport canceled was In
tramural volley-ball.

SPECIAL PRICES FOR
STUDENTS - - - NOW1

Get Your Haircut at

'The Campus Barbershop'
This Shop is Owned by
the PSA.

IT

IS YOUR

SHOP

UNION OIL PRODUCTS
DIAL 2-6150

Get Up a Party and Celebrate the Week-end

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

FOR THOSE DELICIOUS

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

389 East Main Street
. . . JEWELERS . . .

According to those who went to
the Stockton Hi hockey playday, it
was a very successful event. The
Stockton J. C. team won two games
and lost two. Fifteen-minute quar
ters were played with the following
schools participating: Chlco State,
Modesto J. C., Modesto Hi, Stockton
Hi, and Stockton J. C. Besides
playing hockey, the girls were
shown a demonstration of hockey
techniques. Doughnuts and cider
were served for refreshments.
Violet Graves, Stewart Browne,
and Bob Johnson are at the top of
the singles ping pong ladder; Doug
Sabiston and Stewart Browne head
the doubles ladder.
While several America!* institu
tions have royal charters, William
and Mary College is the only one
in the country which has a royal
coat of arms.

ON PACIFIC AVE.

Corner of Pacific and Castle

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

All Flavors
Ice Cream
Made Fresh
DAILYI

BOB'S BARBER SHOP

W. A. A
Action

Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP

Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

• HP"®
M, A 0

THE FOOD
THE COOKING
THE SERVICE

And REASONABLE PRICES That Make

The OYSTER LOAF GRILL
21 S.

"The place where the Collegians gather"

SUTTER ST.

OPEN DAY & NITE

STOP-WEAR LUBRICATION
Cars Called For and Delivered

Pacific & Maple
Opp. Safeway Store
Formerly of Robinson A Lunt

Having Expressed Our Thanks
For All Good Things—

YOUR COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
is glad to see the students back for the three weeks
before the Christinas Holidays • Be sure that you

Fit Right—Feel Right
9 . They're Walk-Fitted

DUNNE
SHOE CO
330 E. Main St.

see all the College Jewelry, Stationery, Pennants
and other items suitable for gifts before you leave
for home, and also remember to leave us your

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

Magazine Subscriptions.

THE COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
"ON THE CAMPUS FOR YOU"

RAVIOLIS . . .

GAIADELUCCHI
AT OUR NEW
LOCATION
NOW

E. OLMSTED,

